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About This Content

EARLY ACCESS OFFER - THIS DLC IS INCLUDED IN THE GAME ABSOLUTELY FOR FREE INSTEAD OF
$3.99 USD REGULAR PRICE!

Don't hesitate, join the Early Access right now!

This extra Human Pack DLC offers to enhance your game experience in The Sandbox through the 60 extra levels of 4 new
Campaigns!

From the wild shores of a desert island to the infinity of deep space, resolve puzzles and save your little Humans from zombies,
robots or aliens.

Discover also the new thrilling elements related to the Human campaigns and play with the behaviour of your subjects by using
the 9 magic powders... try them and see what happens!

Grab the Human Pack to get all these incredible features for only $3.99 USD
Buying the pack now will also grant you access to any future new human-related campaign we will add, such as Ninja

and much more fun stuff to come!

Human Pack DLC features:

The Lonely Human - 15 levels
Help Tom the Castaway to survive the dangers of his desert island through 15 exotic yet dangerous levels
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Zombie Attack! - 20 levels
A virus has spread in the city and the zombies are everywhere! Protect your humans from the brain eaters along 20
horrific levels

Robocalypse - 15 levels
The robots come from the future to destroy the Humans! Join the resistance and destroy the mechanical menace at the
end of this 15 levels desesperate run.

Alien Invasion - 10 levels
Travel through 10 intergalactic levels to reach a distant planet and mine the Aluminite… but beware the strange Alien
life forms!
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Title: The Humans (DLC)
Genre: Casual, Early Access, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PIXOWL INC.
Publisher:
PIXOWL INC.
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.5 must be supported by your video card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French
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Tagged as RPG | Interactive | Survival, it (apparently) is a complete remastering of ICY which was met with mixed reviews. The
developers took the feedback to heart and revamped the game.

No manual or guides that I could find so you have to figure things out on your own, though the beginning is presented as a
tutorial.

The atmosphere is great and the dialogue choices at the very least give the impression of meaningful choices. Battle is turn-
based for each party; individuals do not attack. This means that, based on selected weapons and individual capabilities, different
attacks and combos are available. Combining those combos (up to 4) determines the action. For example, an arrow attack icon
plus a wall icon results in an attack from cover. There are also combos that don't attack but buff/heal. A lack of skill or weapons
results in less attacks/buffs per round.

Towns have shops and quest-givers; moving around the map has a chance of encounters. Your RPG stats set your odds of having
to fight or sneak away with the loot.

Would definitely recommend at this bargain price. It's enjoyable enough to tear me away from PoE, if only for a couple of
nights.. lots of Halloween sounds, its neat!. I haven't played it for long since when I tried to customize a unit you can only really
change the colours, and the models only come in different gun presets, if you are expecting anything like the spaceship version
but just TD styled, you are greatly mistaken, the only customization here are stats and colours.. Its aight for a single dev game,
the combat is easy to learn and actually fun.. It's got several good hours of gameplay in it. Lots of customization in playstyle due
to the myriad of passives and the class system.

I wish that it was a little easier to plan a build, the passive tree is overwhelming and requires a lot of dragging, hovering, and
planning if you want a good synergistic build.

I'd also like another gameplay option, only movement makes the main gameplay loop feel a bit dry.. at best it ends up being
mixed success of empire TW remake, maybe even least like usual TWs with grand campaigns - and even whatever game
mechanics that are redone will end up full of either messed up behavior or still poor way to compete, effectively reducing even
this little content there is, no sense in most things

as someone summed it up long ago "it's a napoleonic game that has nothing to do with napoleonic warfare"

the only redeeming features are mostly for multiplayer, otherwise AI is possibly even extra stupid, since not much makes sense
there; then you may think maybe that's some finally balanced setting RTS for MP? but it's not even that, english infantry would
be simply far superior to russian, though there are counterweights such as unique artillery, but that may likely not matter at all,
since once again - it's quite poor at being real deal simulator, at least without big deal of mods

campaigns are kind of cheesy, easy, even when it's europe, which is once again about 0 historical accuracy while a lot of stuff is
on rails anyway and setting is very limited, CA hasn't tried to do proper global simulation or have transition to victorian
postnapoleonic era - without that it's like a bad attempt at what someone already did as for grand strategy and \/ or wargame

in short it seems to be a lighthearted casual gaym even by standards of TWs

a ton of that time is AFK, because exactly there ain't nearly as much to do, even europe campaigns kinda laughable and limited
compared to most TW variants

\u0432\u0441\u0435 \u0432\u044b
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u0438
\u0441\u0432\u043e\u0451 \u0432\u0430\u0442\u0435\u0440\u043b\u043e\u043e. Not worth it. Not even for a dollar.
I might consider it a bargain to PAY to have this removed from my library.. For the hardcore boxing fan this is a great game. If
you're not into boxing it will be a struggle to get into.. A very poor game. Has no replay value. No story. No value of any kind.
No wonder why it's free.. This is a really fun game :)
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Pretty buggy right now, crashed on the first play attempt in the middle of a game. There is no back button in the menus so to get
out of the MP section I had to restart the game. The grab and pull functionality to shoot is really buggy. This game looks way
fun, but I think it needs more development before I will recommend it.. Not used much in multiplayer, but it's a pretty (and
big!) map and is used in a whole bunch of "Red Flag" campaigns. Plus, you can roar down the strip at Mach 1, which is just
cool.

What we need are some campaigns with all-out war taking place ... in Nevada. Yeah, I don't know why, either, just roll with it.
The Wolverines defending Area 51 against enemies after the alien tech hidden away there or something. I don't know. Just
something to get more use out of this map, because it's a very nice one and fun to fly around in.. 23 minutes in the game and it
already makes me addictive to it. Turn based strategy is really nice, in game dialogues that looks like comics are pretty great.
background music fits it. Graphics are really nice. Story line on walking through dark rooms and searching for antidotes, keys,
etc creates some nice taste to zombie like game. everything gets even more interesting when you have to control more
characters, so basically you have to think in each turn what to do. totally suggesting the game. Well done Maris for creating this
game!. A nice Add-on to the game.. pretty good game
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